In the emerging field of cavity optomagnonics, photons are coupled coherently to magnons in solid state systems. These new systems are promising platforms for hybrid quantum technologies. Being able to prepare Fock states in such platforms is an essential step towards the implementation of quantum information schemes. We propose a magnon-heralding protocol to generate a magnon Fock state by detecting an optical cavity photon. Due to the peculiarities of the optomagnonic coupling, the protocol involves two distinct cavity photon modes. Solving the quantum Langevin equations of the coupled system, we show that the temporal scale of the heralding is governed by the magnon-photon cooperativity, and derive the requirements for generating high fidelity magnon Fock states. We show that the non-classical character of the heralded state, which is imprinted in the autocorrelation of an optical "read" mode, is only limited by the magnon lifetime for small enough temperatures. We address the detrimental effects of non-vacuum initial states, showing that high fidelity Fock states can be achieved by active cooling the system prior to the protocol.
In the emerging field of cavity optomagnonics, photons are coupled coherently to magnons in solid state systems. These new systems are promising platforms for hybrid quantum technologies. Being able to prepare Fock states in such platforms is an essential step towards the implementation of quantum information schemes. We propose a magnon-heralding protocol to generate a magnon Fock state by detecting an optical cavity photon. Due to the peculiarities of the optomagnonic coupling, the protocol involves two distinct cavity photon modes. Solving the quantum Langevin equations of the coupled system, we show that the temporal scale of the heralding is governed by the magnon-photon cooperativity, and derive the requirements for generating high fidelity magnon Fock states. We show that the non-classical character of the heralded state, which is imprinted in the autocorrelation of an optical "read" mode, is only limited by the magnon lifetime for small enough temperatures. We address the detrimental effects of non-vacuum initial states, showing that high fidelity Fock states can be achieved by active cooling the system prior to the protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid systems play an important role in the ongoing development of quantum technologies, for example as interfaces between different types of information carriers and between storage and transmission lines [1] . A new exciting development in this area is the recently demonstrated possibility of coherently coupling photons to collective magnetic excitations (magnons) in magnetically ordered solid state systems, both for microwave [2] [3] [4] and optical photons [5, 6] . In these systems, the spin-photon coupling is enhanced due to the collective character of the magnetic excitations, as well as by the use of a cavity for the photons. Applying an external magnetic field allows moreover to tune the frequency of the magnonic excitations. This has been used to bring magnon modes in resonance with photons in a microwave cavity, which allowed the observation of strong coupling between magnons and photons [2-4, 7, 8] . In turn, this coupling has been used for engineering the indirect interaction between the magnons and a superconducting qubit [9, 10] . The coherent interaction between solid state magnons and optical photons has been observed recently in Brillouin light scattering experiments in Yttrium-IronGarnet (YIG) optical cavities [5, 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] , and theoretically studied [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In this framework, the solid state system is both the host of the magnetic excitations and the cavity supporting the photons. The origin of the optomagnonic coupling is the Faraday effect, in which the light which propagates in a magnetized material has its polarization rotated [20] . In contrast to the microwave regime, optical photons and magnons couple parametrically [15, 16] .
An important part in engineering quantum devices is state preparation. In this manuscript, we propose a heralding protocol in a cavity optomagnonic system in which a magnon Fock state is created by the measurement of an optical photon. Apart from their interest for quantum information processing [21] , magnon Fock states are collective excitations involving millions of spins, and the heralding protocol can be used as a preparation step to probe quantum mechanics in macroscopic systems. Heralding protocols are often proposed in the context of hybrid systems coupled to light, inspired by the DLCZ protocol [22] . The method relies on generating an entangled state of a given system of interest and light, which is projected to a desired configuration once a photon is measured. Heralding was originally proposed to generate entanglement between collective excitations in atomic clouds and was further translated to other systems, for example for preparing single phonon Fock states in optomechanics [23] [24] [25] , or to prepare atomic states in cold-atoms experiments [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . In our case, due to the peculiarities of the optomagnonic coupling, the heralding protocol involves two photon modes and one magnon mode, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1 . The protocol consists of two phases: write and read, each implemented with light pulses. In the write phase, correlated pairs of magnons and photons are created, and the measurement of a photon collapses the state of the system to a magnon Fock state. The read phase maps the heralded excitation to a photon that can be further probed or used for other purposes.
We present an analytical analysis of the proposed protocol and study its feasibility in cavity optomagnonic solid state systems. We show that the probability of heralding a magnon Fock state can be in line with the experimentally measured heralding probability in optomechanical experiments [25, 31] and in cold atoms experiments [29, 32, 33] provided cooperativities of the order of 10 −2 can be achieved. The read photon field is a witness of heralding, exhibiting non classical counting statistics for a successfully heralded magnon state. If the strong coupling regime is reached, Rabi oscillations take place, allowing for an efficient conversion between the heralded magnon state and the read photon field. We moreover study the dependence of the protocol on the initial state of the system and derive cooling requirements. Our results show that, although the heralding protocol is highly susceptible to deviations of the initial state from the magnon vacuum, a high fidelity heralded single-magnon Fock state can be achieved through an efficient initial cooling of a thermal magnon state. We complement our analytical results based on square light pulses, with numerical results for Gaussian pulses.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In section II we present the model based on a linearized optomagnonic Hamiltonian. In section III we describe the heralding protocol and show the temporal constraints imposed by both magnon and photon linewidths. Section IV is devoted to the analytical analysis of the dynamics of the system based on the linear quantum Langevin equations. In section V we present the results and analyze the impact of the initial state on the protocol, deriving the cooling requirements. Finally we present our conclusions and future perspectives. Details of the calculations and numerical results for the protocol involving Gaussian beams are presented in the Appendix.
II. MODEL
The coupling between light and magnetization in a Faraday active material manifests itself in a modification of the electromagnetic energy by the term [20] 
where M (r, t) is the magnetization in the material in units of the saturation magnetization, and the complex representation of the electric field is used. The material dependent constant θ F λ n /2 π is given in terms of the Faraday rotation angle θ F per wavelength λ n in the material with relative permittivity ε, and ε 0 is the vacuum permittivity. The optomagnonic Hamiltonian, describing the interaction between magnons and optical photons, is obtained by quantizing Eq. (1) [16, 19] . For this purpose we consider that the material acts as an optical cavity and we quantize the electromagnetic field in terms of creation an annihilation operators of its eigenmodes E(r, t) →
The spin wave part of the magnetization M (r, t) is described by fluctuations m(r, t) on top of a ground state m S (r),
In the limit of small deviations |m| 1, we can treat the fluctuations as harmonic oscillators and quantize the field m(r, t) →m(r, t) akin to the quantization of lattice vibrations (phonons) [34] 
where k labels the magnon modes with frequency Ω k and the creation and annihilation operator satisfy bosonic commutation relations
This quantization procedure gives the optomagnonic Hamiltonian
with the first and the second terms corresponding to the non-interacting part of the photon and magnon field dynamics, and the couplings G
The interacting part of Eq. (4) describes a process in which one photon in a mode i is annihilated creating a photon in the mode j and a magnon in the mode k, and the complementary process in which a magnon k and a photon j are annihilated creating a photon i. In the following we will consider the case in which two non-degenerate photon modes interact with one magnon mode, see Fig. 1 . This is valid for example for recent experiments with YIG spheres [11-14, 17, 18] . In this case, the photon modes would correspond to counter propagating whispering gallery modes of the optical field. These posses different polarizations due to spin-orbit coupling and are non-degenerate due to geometric birefringence. We describe the coupled magnon-photon dynamics via a linearized optomagnonic Hamiltonian. Note that the linearization is two-fold: we consider the fluctuations of the photon fields around their steady state values, and of the magnon field around a magnetic ground state as given by Eqs. (2) and (3) and already used to write Eq. (4). The linearized Hamiltonian in the resolved sideband regime is given by (see Appendix I)
where we have labeled the photon modes as 1 and 2, ∆ i = ω L − ω i (i = 1, 2) are the detunings between the laser frequency and the respective mode frequency and
depending on the driving laser power P P and on the coupling between the mode and the fiber κ P . At resonance, ∆ i = 0 and α i is directly related to the laser power through i and, consequently, to the average number of photons inside the cavity.
The optomagnonic coupling in solid state systems is subject to the usual energy conservation requirements ω i = ω j ± Ω k , and also to selection rules involving conservation of angular momentum [11-14, 17, 18] . We consider that the selection rules manifest themselves as a coupling asymmetry G − 12 G + 12 ∼ 0, meaning that the creation/annihilation processes are unbalanced with respect to the modes involved. This non reciprocity between processes involving different polarizations has been observed in YIG spheres, evident in an asymmetry in the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines in Brillouin light scattering experiments [11] [12] [13] 18] . Due to this asymmetry, the only two possible processes are a creation of a photon in mode 2 through the annihilation of a photon in mode 1 and a magnon, and the complementary process. The optomagnonic Hamiltonian Eq. (7) then readŝ
which contains two resonances: (i) ∆ 1 = Ω, driven by pumping mode 2; and (ii) ∆ 2 = −Ω, driven by pumping mode 1. Those resonances are schematically depicted in Fig. (2) (note that G
). The write and read phases of the heralding protocol are thus implemented by driving these interactions.
III. PROTOCOL
We now proceed to detail the heralded write and read protocol, depicted schematically in Fig. 3 . Starting from Eq. (8) , by pumping the optical mode 2 at resonance, ω L ∼ ω 2 = ω 1 + Ω and therefore ∆ 1 = Ω. Since mode 1 is not driven, α 1 = 0 and the Hamiltonian from Eq. (8) readsĤ , where α2 depends on the power of the pumping laser. Instead, if mode 1 is pumped then ωL ∼ ω1 = ω2 − Ω, α2 = 0 and the interaction between mode 2 and the magnon mode is driven with an enhanced coupling
which is a two-mode parametric amplifier between the magnon mode and the cavity mode 1. If the evolution under Eq. (9) takes place for a period T |α 2 G − 12 | −1 , and disregarding thermal effects for now, an initial ground state |ψ 0 = |0 a1 ⊗ |0 a2 ⊗ |0 m evolves to
is the probability for a pair of excitations to be created byĤ W . A projective measurement of a photon in mode 1 collapses the state to a single-magnon state with small probability p 1 . We refer therefore toĤ W as the "write" Hamiltonian. We can also turn our system into a "reading mode" by driving instead the optical mode 1 with ω L ∼ ω 1 = ω 2 − Ω. In this case, ∆ 2 = −Ω and the driven resonance of Eq. (8) iŝ
a beam-splitter interaction between the magnon mode and the cavity mode 2. Such dynamics drives magnonphoton oscillations with frequency |α 1 G − 12 |, mapping the excitation in the magnon mode to a photon excitation in mode 2. In the weak coupling regime |α 1 G − 12 | is smaller than the cavity linewidth κ, and the oscillations are suppressed by the photon decay. Otherwise, in the strong coupling regime |α 1 G − 12 | > κ the magnon-photon oscillations allows the read out of the heralded state. Considering Eqs. (9) and (10), the magnon heralding protocol is implemented as follows: first the system is prepared near its ground state. By driving mode 2 at resonance, the parametric amplifier Hamiltonian Eq. (9) is tuned, generating correlated pairs of write mode photons and magnons. For weak coupling, the measurement of a single photon will collapse the system to a single magnon state with probability p 1 . After an interval without driving, the read Hamiltonian Eq. (10) is tuned by driving the mode 1 at resonance, transferring magnons to read-mode photons. This read step requires stronger coupling between the magnon and the photon mode, which can be achieved by increasing the pumping laser power encoded in α 1 , and which is limited by the number of photons supported by the cavity. The read-photon state can be probed via interferometric techniques, certifying the non-classicality of the heralded state. The protocol is depicted in Fig. 3 with the frequency scheme of the write/read modes used in the implementation. We emphasize that, since the considered optomagnonic coupling connects two distinct optical modes, the interaction between the magnon mode and a given optical mode is always driven by pumping the other optical mode.
We comment here briefly on the protocol requirements. Since the laser pulse is limited by the cavity linewidth, the spectral width of the write pulse needs to be narrower than the cavity linewidth. Moreover, assuming that the magnon mode with a linewidth γ interacts with a bath characterized by a mean number of excitations n Th , to avoid the thermalization of the heralded magnon state one must impose an interval between write and read pulses T off < 1/n Th γ. Therefore the total time between the beginning of the protocol and the start of the read pulse T w + T off needs to satisfy [23] 1/κ < T w + T off < 1/n Th γ.
The above protocol is akin to the one proposed and implemented in optomechanical systems to generate single phonon states and to herald entanglement [23] [24] [25] , and to the one used in cold atoms systems [28] [29] [30] . The necessity of using two different photon modes is a characteristic of the optomagnonic system, and could be used in a similar fashion to the polarization dependent transition of cold atoms to engineer non-reciprocal devices [35] [36] [37] [38] .
IV. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS
The dynamics of the creation and annihilation operators under the write and read dynamics is described through linear quantum Langevin equations (QLE). The QLE under the dynamics of the write Hamiltonian Eq. (9) are
is the cavity enhanced photonmagnon coupling, γ is the magnon linewidth determined 
Driven resonance: by the Gilbert damping coefficient of the material α Gilbert [39] , and κ 1,2 are the cavity photon linewidths. We describe the open dynamics of the system through noise operators [40] . For the optical modes,â in 1,2 describe vacuum fluctuations and the noise correlation function is given by
In turn, we assume that the magnon mode is coupled to a magnon thermal bath with mean number of quasiparticles n Th described by the thermal noise operatorm
The mean number of magnons in the thermal bath n Th and its temperature are related through the Bose-
Similarly for the read Hamiltonian (10) ,
A schematic depiction of the linearization process is presented in Fig. 2 . The solutions of Eqs. (12) and (17) have the form (for X =Write, Read)
and the evolution matrices U Write (t) and U Read (t) can be found analytically (see Appendix II). From now on we also assume κ 1 = κ 2 = κ.
For γ κ it is possible to retrieve the explicit state conditioned to the measurement of a write photon by adiabatically eliminating the cavity dynamics together with considering suitable defined temporal modes (see Ref. [23] ). For the material of choice in current experiments, YIG, the Gilbert damping parameter α Gilbert ≈ 10 −4 [41] , which is considered to be quite low compared to other magnetic materials. For magnon frequencies in the GHz range, γ ∼MHz while the WGM linewidth κ can be of the order of GHz for the resonators used in current experiments [6] . Although the relative magnon linewidth γ/κ in this case is small, thermalization processes are important for several applications, e.g. in the design of quantum memories [42] . Moreover, for cavities of reduced size, in which the magnon-photon coupling could be enhanced, detrimental effects on the quality factors for the optical fields due to both YIG patterning and confinement effects can expected [19] . To have a broader analysis of the protocol we take into account both magnon and photon thermalization processes and consider the full treatment described above in terms of QLEs.
We set the initial conditions such that the state of the system at the beginning of the protocol ρ(t = 0) corresponds to the vacuum of both photon modes, plus a magnon thermal state with n 0 magnons
This state can be prepared as an equilibrium state with the environment, in which case n 0 = n Th (see Eq. (15)), or by active cooling, in which case n 0 is smaller than n Th . In our proposed setup, the latter can be realized by driving the read Hamiltonian Eq. (10) with a pump parameter α C (related to the laser cooling power) from a state initially in equilibrium with the environment, until the system reaches a new thermalized steady state with n 0 < n Th . The dissipative evolution will drive the system to a thermal state with mean number of magnons n 0 given by (see the Appendix II)
where
2 /κγ is the single-photon cooperativity between magnons andâ 2 photons. The above cooling formula is valid under the linear Hamiltonian regime. For γ κ and α 2 C C 1, this formula is equivalent to the one derived by Sharma et al. in Ref. [43] , not taking into account possible heating channels. For 4α 2 C C 1, the known result for strong coupled optomechanical systems is recovered [44] .
With the complete dynamics of the creation/annihilation operators given by Eq. (18) and the initial conditions set by Eq. (20), we now proceed to characterize the heralding protocol in terms of expectation values of operators involvingâ
. The probability of measuring a photon during the write pulse can be retrieved via Mandel's formula [40] 
where F W = (κ − γ) 2 + 16G 2 W and F(t) is given by
Eq. (22) is a good approximation as long as κγ . If F W < (κ + γ), corresponding toC W < 1/4, the dynamics under the write pulse will drive the system to a steady state with a finite number of magnons and pho-tons. Otherwise, if the cooperativityC W > 1/4, the number of excitations in the system will grow exponentially in time. In the latter case, the dynamics will drive the system to a state with a high number of excitations in a short time interval. Therefore for the write phase a regime such thatC W < 1/4 should be aimed to, in order to keep P 1,W (t) and the mean number of photons and magnons small enough.
After the measurement (AM) of one write photon at t m , the expectation value of a given observableX(t) reads
which can be used to compute, for instance, the mean number of magnons in the heralded state n hm = m † (t m )m(t m ) AM . This is a heuristic model for the measurement used to study single photon sources and heralding [45] . A more accurate description of the photon measurement process can be given in terms of a stochastic model [46] , but this is beyond the purpose of this work. If a single magnon was successfully generated in the write phase, the read-photon field will be antibunched exhibiting a very low probability of a double photon measurement at a given instant. The (normalized) second order correlation function of the read mode is given by
If the read photon is antibunched then the zero delayed correlation function fulfills g (2) Read (0) ≡ g Read (t, t) < 1, and g (2) (t, t + τ ) ≥ g (2) (t, t). On the other hand, for a thermal state g
Read (t, t) = 2 [47] . Experimentally, the second order correlation functions are measured via Hanbury-Brown-Twiss interferometry, a procedure also adopted for characterizing optomechanical heralding [24, 25] .
V. RESULTS
We now proceed to quantify the results of the write and read protocol presented in the previous section. From now own, following the parameters in current YIG-based optomagnonic systems, we set γ/κ = 10 −2 corresponding to γ ∼ MHz and κ ∼ 0.1 GHz [6] . We also fix the time of the measurement at the end of the write pulse t m = T W = 10 −7 s ∼ 0.1/γ and T off = T W /2 = 0.05/γ therefore satisfying the requirements imposed by Eq. (11). The temporal width T W adopted here is the same used in optomechanical heralding implementations (e.g. [25] ).
A. Write Phase
For the write phase two quantities are specially important: the probability of measuring a write photon given in 
P1,W(tm)
is approximately linear withCW, while n hm is only weakly sensitive to it forCW 10 −2 . Although larger cooperativities enhance the probability of measuring a photon, there is a detrimental generation of more than one magnon indicating an imperfect Fock state. The shaded region indicates a combination of parameters for which a good one-magnon Fock state is generated while keeping the heralding probability appreciable. Temporal settings as given in the main text.
Eq. (22), which characterizes the probability of a heralding event, and the mean number of magnons n hm after the measurement of a write photon. The value n hm ∼ 1 indicates the successful generation of a one-magnon Fock state. The probability of measuring a write photon P 1,W at time t m is depicted in Fig. 4 (upper plot) together with the corresponding mean number of magnons in the heralded state n hm (bottom plot) as function of the cooperativity of the write pulseC W . We considered different values of the magnon bath temperature, encoded in the parameter n Th , and we took the initial state of the system as the vacuum state (n 0 = 0). One sees that the probability of measuring one write photon grows linearly with the cooperativityC W for the time scales considered, and it is weakly sensitive to the magnon temperature due to the small magnon-photon coupling. In contrast, the mean value of heralded magnons is almost independent of the cooperativity forC W 10 −2 (see bottom panel, Fig. 4) , whereas it has a relatively strong dependence on the bath temperature (see Appendix III). This behavior is due to an interplay between the coupling strength and the temporal width of the write pulse. For example, for shorter write pulses, n hm is independent ofC W up to larger values ofC W . As expected, the higher the temperature of the magnon bath, the higher the mean number of magnons in the heralded state.
Although an enhancement in the cooperativityC W will improve the heralding probability, a detrimental effect is the generation of more than one magnon. There is therefore an interplay between the cooperativity and imperfections in the heralded state which needs to be tuned to achieve a given desired quality of the heralded state. For instance, in the marked region in Fig. 4 , the combination of parameters (cooperativity and temperature) is such that n hm <1.1 while the heralding probability is still appreciable, between 10 −3 and 10 −2 . Additionally, even for small number of thermal magnons, imperfections in the Fock state are expected due to the duration of the write phase. Thermal effects can be minimized by shorter write pulses, leading consequently to shorter measurement times t m , however the heralding probability also decreases.
In the strong coupling regime, the write pulse will create a huge number of excitations unless its duration is T W |G W |. On the other hand, for the read phase, strong coupling allows coherent mapping between magnons and photons. In the following we study the read phase in both weak and strong coupling limits, while fixing the cooperativity of the write phase atC W = 10 −2 , in correspondence with the discussion in the last paragraphs.
B. Read phase for weak coupling
The weak coupling regime |G R | < κ impliesC R = |G R | 2 /κγ < κ/γ ∼ 10 2 . To characterize the read phase we use the zero-delay correlation function g
Read (0) given by Eq. 24. Fig. 5 shows the results for g (2) Read (0) for a fixed cooperativityC W =C R = 10 −2 as a function of time during the read phase, and as a function of the mean magnon bath occupancy n Th . We have indicated the line corresponding to g (2) Read (0) = 1 as a visual guide, marking the transition between antibunching (g (2) Read (0) < 1) to bunching (g (2) Read (0) > 1). This transition depends on the magnon bath temperature, exhibiting two distinct behaviors. For small temperatures, the bunching to antibunching evolution depends on the magnon thermalization characteristic time 1/(n Th γ), which can be long for temperatures approaching zero. For larger temperatures the transition to g (2) Read (0) > 1 is faster and dominated by the photon decay rate. In this last case, the magnon state is closer to a thermal state rather than a Fock state, and the bunching to antibunching dynamics reflects the interaction of the photon field with such thermal magnon state. Therefore antibunching for such large magnon bath temperatures is not a signal of suc- 
Read (0) of the read photon conditioned to the measurement of a write photon. g Read (0) on the cooperativity of the read pulseC R . We notice that a non trivial dependence on the cooperativity appears for C R > 10 −2 as a consequence of the increased coupling that compensates the decay processes, similarly to the discussion pointed in the last section for the write phase.
C. Read phase for strong coupling
The reading protocol is limited by the strength of the coupling between mode 2 and the heralded magnon. The current experimental state of the art in cavity optomagnonics is that of systems in the weak coupling regime [6, 11, 14, 18] . This is however a very young field, and it can be expected that the current values of the coupling and cooperativities will be improved in next generation experiments. The strong coupling regime is highly appealing, since it is a prerequisite for many quantum protocols. In our case, the strong coupling regime for the read phase leads to Rabi oscillations between the magnon and photon fields, allowing for coherent state transfer [48, 49] . For high cooperativities, fast oscillations between read photons and magnons take place. For the parameters adopted in the last section, the damped oscillations between the mean number of read photons and the mean number of magnons have oscillation periods of ∼ 10 −8 s, as depicted in Fig. 6 for strong magnon-photon coupling G R = κ ∼ 0.1 GHz, corresponding to a cooperativity of C R ∼ 10 2 . Although these cooperativity values are quite large with respect to the state of the art in YIG-based optomagnonics ( ∼ 10 −7 ), in cold atoms cavity systems the strong coupling regime is attainable [27, 50, 51] .
As shown in Fig. 7 , the fast oscillations between magnons and read photons are also visible in the second order correlation function of the read mode. Analogously to the mean number of photons, the correlation function rapidly oscillates in time, encoding the coherent magnon-photon oscillations. 
Read (0) of the read photon mode in the strong coupling regime. g (2) Read (0) is plotted as a function of the time in the read phase and of the pumping parameter α1 (see Eq. (10)) for n Th = 0.5. The inset depicts the temporal evolution of the correlation function forCR = 100 and for different magnon bath temperatures. The oscillations indicate coherent Rabi oscillations between photons and magnons.
D. Effects of the initial state and cooling requirements
The initial state has a strong effect on the heralding protocol. Fig. 8 depicts g (2) Read (0) at t = 1/2γ after the beginning of the read phase, as a function of the initial state mean number of magnons n 0 and of the thermal magnon number n Th . An active cooling setup corresponds to the region above the black continuous line for which n 0 < n Th (note that n 0 is the initial state for the write and read protocol, after cooling). The inset shows g (2) Read (0) at t = 1/2γ for an initial thermal state n 0 = n th , and the red line indicates the region for which the number of heralded magnons is n hm < 1.1. We notice that even when the mean number of magnons in the state after the measurement is not close to one, it is possible that g (2) Read (0) < 1. This is again due to the interaction of the photon mode with a imperfect Fock magnon state, which limits the bunching to antibunching transition by the photon lifetime as in the plot of Fig. 5 , and makes the autocorrelation function of the photon field an unreliable witness for the successfulness of the magnon heralding.
Since the initial state imposes tight constraints on the magnon heralding, in particular having a strong influence on the mean number of magnons in the system after the measurement of a write photon, we study the cooling requirements to obtain a mean number of heralded Read (0) of the read photon, for an active cooling setup (region above the line n0 = n Th ) and for an initial state in thermal equilibrium with the bath (inset). The red line indicates the threshold for which n hm < 1.1. Results for CW =CR = 10 −2 , tm = 0.1/γ and t = 1/2γ in the read phase.
magnons n hm ≤ 1 + , where is a tolerance margin from the ideal case 1. This is indirectly related to the fidelity of the heralded state with respect to the perfect one-magnon Fock state (see Appendix V) and sets the minimum value of cooling laser power.
An initial state n 0 obtained by active cooling of a thermal state with mean magnon number n Th has the form of Eq. (20), with n 0 < n Th given by the cooling formula Eq. (21) and set by n Th , γ/κ, and by the cooling cooperativity C Cooling = α 2 C C. The tolerance margin imposed on n hm translates into an upper limit on n 0 , therefore imposing constraints on C Cooling . Fig. 9 shows n hm for an initial state obtained by active cooling in as a function of n Th and of C Cooling , with the shaded area indicating the region for which n hm ≤ 1.1, corresponding to a tolerance margin of = 0.1. We see that the tolerance margin may not be attainable depending on the value of n Th for a given γ/κ. The smaller the ratio γ/κ, the more n 0 can be made closer to 0, so that the tolerance margin can be attained with smaller cooperativities and for higher temperatures.
For the tolerance margin = 0.1, taking γ/κ = 10
and a magnon mode frequency Ω ∼ 10 GHz, the maximum temperature T max to perform the protocol without active cooling (that is for an initial state in thermal equilibrium with the magnon bath, n 0 = n Th ) is T max ∼ 25.38 mK corresponding to n Th = 0.0253868. In that case the fidelity of the heralded state to a one-magnon
Cooling cooperativity (log)
Cooling requirements for heralding
Thermal magnons mean number n Th Fock state is 0.9434. Otherwise, for the same parameters and heath baths with temperatures T bath = {30, 20, 50} mK ( n Th = {0.0850729, 0.173938, 0.277253}), the required cooling cooperativities for the tolerance margin are C Cooling {0.1907, 0.8816, 2.3175}. The corresponding fidelities of the heralded state with respect to one magnon Fock state are {0.9431, 9424, 0.9415}, which are higher than the estimate fidelity of heralded phonon states in optomechanics experiments ∼ 0.88 [25] . As already pointed out in Sec. V, these values are quite large compared to current cooperativity values in YIG cavity optomagnonic systems. Improvement in sample design can enhance the magnon-photon cooperativities as to achieve the required values for the protocol [6, 19] . Moreover, samples with better magnon linewidth would require smaller cooperativites to achieve the same tolerance margin. For above examples and considering γ/κ = 10 −4 the corresponding cooperativities are {0.1755, 0.6216, 1.1424}. In the limit γ/κ = 0 any thermal state can be cooled to its ground state.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a magnon heralding protocol in a cavity optomagnonics setup, in which the measurement of one optical photon collapses an entangled magnonphoton state to a single-magnon Fock state. Our starting point was a linearized optomagnonic Hamiltonian with an asymmetric coupling between one magnon mode and two non-degenerate photon modes. This model is in correspondence with recent experiments with YIG spheres, and takes into account specific selection rules involving conservation of energy and angular momentum.
The linearized optomagnonic Hamiltonian includes resonances in the form of a two-mode parametric amplifier ("write") and beam-splitter ("read") type interactions between the photon modes and the magnon mode. Considering an initial state close to the vacuum of the system, the protocol is implemented by first driving the write interaction, which generates pairs of correlated photonmagnons. The subsequent measurement of a "write" photon collapses the state of the system to a single-magnon Fock state, which can then be mapped to a "read" photon mode by driving the beam splitter interaction. The non-classicality of the state can be certified by measuring the autocorrelation of the photon field.
An important figure of merit in these systems is the cooperativity, which measures the strength of the coupling relative to the dissipation channels for magnons and photons. We showed that the heralding quantum protocol for magnon Fock states can be realized with cooperativities of the order of 10 −2 if the system is cooled to its ground state. Although this requires an improvement with respect to the state of the art cooperativity in solid state optomagnonic systems, it is to be expected that new generation experiments will reach this threshold [6, 19] . Provided cooperativities of this order can be achieved, and considering magnonic and optical linewidths consistent with current experiments (see appendix IV for a short analysis for different linewidth regimes) the obtained heralding probability is in line with the ones realized in recent optomechanical experiments [25, 29, 31] . Achieving the strong coupling regime would moreover allow the conversion of the heralded state to a photon mode by the read part of the protocol.
We showed that whereas small deviations of the initial state from the magnonic vacuum have a strong detrimental impact on the heralding protocol, this can be circumvented via active cooling the system prior to the write phase. Accordingly, we derived cooling requirements to generate one-magnon Fock states with high fidelity.
In the main text of this manuscript we presented an analytical analysis based in the solutions of quantum Langevin equation for square light pulses. We have also performed a numerical analysis taking into account more realistic pulse shapes (in the form of Gaussian pulses), which are presented in the appendix VI. These numerical results point to the same overall conclusions, with some additional detrimental effects due to the bigger time scales involved.
The heralding protocol proposed here can be the basis for implementing hybrid quantum information processing schemes [21] with cavity optomagnonics. Moreover, such heralding protocol could be used as the starting point to explore quantum mechanics with macroscopic systems, since magnon Fock states are truly non-classical states involving a huge collection of solid state spins. Finally, the selection rules of the optomagnonic coupling generates polarization-dependent processes [11] that could be interfaced with chiral circuits [52] to engineer devices such as quantum isolators and circulators. The heralding protocol in such setup would be a preparation step, and the overall function of the device would be similar to those implemented in atomic systems [36, 53] .
To describe the dynamics of the magnon-photon system in the heralding protocol, we consider the linearized version of the pumped optomagnonic Hamiltonian obtained by adding to Eq. (4) a driving term as to havê
where P = 1 or 2 indicates the pumped mode, ω L is the laser frequency and P = 2κ P P P ω L depends on the driving laser power P P and on the coupling between the mode and the fiber κ P .
Considering for now on the framework of the paper, involving two photon modes and one magnon mode, first the time dependence of the pumping term is eliminated throughĤ →ÛĤÛ
The Langevin equations for the operators of the photon and the magnon modes are thus
The steady state values â i = α i and m = β are thus given by the set of non-linear equations
where, considering Ω κ, γ
Since only the mode P = 1 or 2 is pumped, then α i = 0 if i = P , β = 0,∆ P = ∆ P and for this pumped mode
The linearized Hamiltonian is therefore obtained by considering fluctuations around such coherent state solutions through the displacementâ i → α i +â i ,m →m (since its steady state mean value β = 0), and discarding nonlinear terms as to havê
The interaction picture version of this Hamiltonian is Eq. (7) which we considered in our calculations.
Appendix II -Temporal evolution matrices and cooling formula
The linear quantum Langevin equations describing the temporal evolution of the field operators during the write and read phases are straightforwardly solved. By writing the Langevin equations for a given phase P = W, R as (see Eq. (19))
we perform a basis transformation X P such that M
Thus the components of the Langevin equations in such basis reads
, which can be integrated as to havê
Finally, transforming back to the original basisÂ(t) = X PÂ (t) the solutions depicted in Eq. (18) is obtained. The explicit form of the time evolution matrices U Write (t) and U Read (t) are
One immediate application of this formalism is in the study of cooling in this simplified linearized regime. For an initial thermal state state with n Th mean number of magnons
n Th 1 + n Th n |n n|, the temporal evolution under the read Hamiltonian will transform this state into another thermal. The mean number of magnons m †m have temporal evolution given by
Using the expectation values for the initial state and for the noise operators given in Eqs. (13), (15),
that in the limit t → ∞ we obtain for the steady state
which is the formula for n 0 presented in Eq. (21) in the main text. For γ κ and forG R /κ 1 this formula is equivalent to the one derived in Ref. [43] , not taking into account a possible heating channel. On the other hand, for strong coupling 4C R 1, the above formula is equivalent to the one used in the studies presented in Ref. [23] and derived in Ref. [44] , not taking into account quantum backaction.
Appendix III -Dependence of the heralding probability on the magnon temperature
The weak dependence of the heralding probability on the temperature is a consequence of the interplay between the optomagnonic coupling and the thermalization process. For instance, the heralding probability given by Eq. (22) , depends quadratically on the magnon bath temperature through 1 − n Th . The coefficient of 1 − n Th is given by
, while the other term, which is ∝ 1 + n 0 , has coefficient
Asides from the multiplicative factor 8G W /F W common to both A 0 and A Th , A 0 is governed by the time scale
, whereas A Th contains through F(t) terms proportional to F W and byF 2 W which depend on the enhanced couplingG W . Since we are working in a regime in whichG W /κ is small andC W < 1/4, the nontrivial dependence of A Th on the coupling is weak and for time scales t < τ , A 0 > A Th . As the considered time scale increases, the contribution of A Th to the heralding probability also increases and for t τ
while A 0 → 0. We emphasize that Eq. (22) is approximate, and therefore fails for some limits. For instance for C W = 1/4 it exhibits an indeterminacy that is eliminated by considering all higher order terms. Also for stronger couplings, terms of high orders are more relevant and need to be taken into account. We can understand the above discussion qualitatively by noticing that since the coupling is small, the probability of a photon to be scattered by a magnon will be weakly dependent on n Th . The same is also true for explaining the dependence of n hm on the cooperativity: since the coupling is small, the magnon dynamics for time scales comparable to γ −1 will be mostly influenced by the interaction with the thermal bath.
Appendix IV -Different linewidth regimes
The magnon-photon coupling depends on the overlap between the magnon mode function m(r) and the electric field mode E(r) (see Eq. 6). For spherical YIG samples used in current optomagnonic experiments, this overlap is small. As pointed out in the main text, coherent magnon-photon oscillations can be driven by the read Hamiltonian in the strong coupling limit. One way to achieve such regime is by designing structures that would optimize the coupling. Therefore, in next generation experiments γ/κ can be different than the value used in the main text.
To analyze the impact of different ratios γ/κ on the heralding protocol we plot in Fig. VI the mean number of magnons after the measurement of a write photon (upper plot) for different baths temperatures and at a fixed measurement time t m = 10κ −1 ∼ 10 −7 s, together with the second order correlation function of the read mode (bottom plot) for t = 50κ −1 ∼ 0.5µs after the beginning of the read phase. These timescales are in correspondence with those used in Fig. 22 and 8 . The cooperativity is also fixed toC =C W =C R = 10 −2 . From the plots we see that magnon decoherence is negligible for the heralded state for γ 10 −3 κ. In this case the influence of the magnon thermal bath in the system dynamics is negligible for the time scales considered. On / the other hand, for γ/κ > 10 −1 there is a maximum in the mean magnon number, associated to larger environment influences. The read mode correlation function is bunched for γ 10 −3 κ. The smaller the temperature of the magnon bath, the more robust is the antibunched character of the correlation function with respect to the magnon thermalization process, as was also depicted in The evolution of the system density matrix is given by the master equation [55, 56] .
For this scenario, we assume that a write photon is measured at the time corresponding to the maximum probability of measuring a write photon. In order to compare our results with the ones presented in the main text, we set t W = 10 −7 s while the write pulse width is fixed as σ W = t W , such that the total area of this gaussian pulse is similar to the area of the rectangular pulse considered in the main text. The gaussian pulse scheme is depicted in Fig. 12 .
The gaussian pulse results are consistent with the analysis showed in the main text for square pulses. For an initial vacuum state, the probability of measuring one write photon and the mean number of magnons after the measurement, depicted in Fig. 13 , exhibit the same behavior as the results shown in Fig. 4 . Nevertheless, the probability of measuring one write photon is smaller than in Gaussian shape pulsed scheme for magnon heralding Figure 12 : Representation of the gaussian pulsed scheme. Both write and read interactions are shaped by gaussian functions centered around tW and tR respectively, and have widths σW,R. The dotted gaussian curve corresponds to the typical behavior of the probability of measuring one write photon as a function of time. We assume that a photon is measured at the instance corresponding to the maximum probability, as indicated in the figure. the square pulse case, and detrimental thermal effects are stronger as it is reflected in the mean number of magnons after the measurement. The effects of the initial state in this setup are summarized in Fig. 14 . The fidelity of the heralded state with respect to a single magnon Fock state decays exponentially with the initial mean number of magnons, as the corresponding case studied in the Appendix III. In the pulsed case, however, the effects of the initial state are stronger, since the fidelity of the heralded state is smaller compared with the corresponding case in Fig. 11 . Such detrimental effects are also exhibited by the second order correlation function of the read photon mode, which becomes bunched faster as a function of the number of magnons in the initial state.
The detrimental effects presented in the gaussian pulsed schemed, as depicted in Fig. 14 , shall restrict more the cooling parameters. Apart from cooling the system, such effects can be minimized by reducing the temporal widths of the gaussian pulses, with the payoff of reducing the probability of heralding the state. In general lines the analysis presented in the text agrees qualitatively well with the numerical study presented in this appendix.
Although presented here as an illustration of more realist laser pulses driving, the temporal dependence of the photon pulses can be used, for instance, to prepare non classical state by heralding in a setup in which the shape of the pulses "prints" the heralded state in a very robust and versatile way [57] . 11 ). The second order correlation function, here calculated at t = 4.3tW from the beginning of the protocol (according with the time scales of Fig. 12 ), exhibits the same behavior depicted in Fig. 8 but, in this case, the read photon can be bunched even for small n0.
